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Font By ZemrokQ: How does Ruby's OpenSSL::SSL::SSLSocket know what kind of SSL it's
connected to? I'm following along with this example: Specifically, the example used the following
code: SSL.send(:stream_connect, 'google.com', 443) puts SSL.local_sock.ssl? puts
SSL.local_sock.verify_mode puts SSL.new.read_openssl_errors It turns out that this code works
when I'm running the Ruby script on my machine but fails when I'm running it through our servers.
The reason is that the local machine can connect to my local 443 port but the servers can't. It turns
out that my local machine uses OpenSSL 1.0.1, but my server uses OpenSSL 1.0.1e. My question is
what is going on under the hood in Ruby's OpenSSL::SSL::SSLSocket when I call its
#stream_connect method that can potentially tell me what kind of SSL I'm connected to? Is this just
a standard OpenSSL function or is it Ruby-specific? Edit: I now see that the method in question is
#connect. It seems like I can call #connect to get information about the connection. But I'm asking a
slightly different question. A: OpenSSL::SSL::SSLSocket.connect in newer versions of OpenSSL
opens a non-blocking socket. If the connection is not successful, an error is raised. This non-blocking
call is using the OpenSSL socket API. See man page of select for details. In older version of
OpenSSL, this call blocks until the connection is established. OpenSSL::SSL::
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